1. Introduction

Micro-blogging has become a significant channel of communication that is now widely used on a day-to-day basis around the world (Java et al., 2007), often through Twitter,\(^1\) the current most dominant micro-blogging service. The defining characteristics of this medium are its informality, limited message size and the streamed nature of content provision where users opt-in to receive any content published by users of their choice. These online relationships provide a social network structure through which content is mediated, with users being able to republish or “retweet” received content as they wish (Webberley et al., 2011).

The ease with which content can be published results in a huge volume of potential content, much of this having limited relevance other than to a few users. A user’s ability to choose whose content they receive counters to some degree the “long-tail” problem of social media content (Agichtein et al., 2008). However despite this, even following a small number of users can result in a significant real-time stream of tweets that becomes challenging to consume in its entirety. This necessitates the users exercising judgement and decision making to select content of higher priority or interest. This is a subconscious filtering process, deciding in real time whether content in the stream is worth consuming or ignoring. This filtering process may have many inputs, from parts of the tweet text itself (perhaps noticing keywords or hashtags) to metadata describing the tweet or tweet author.

In this paper we examine the role of metadata as cues for human decision making in content selection from the Twitter timeline. Our motivation is to develop findings that are useful in designing systems to support partial filtering of streamed content and reduce the cognitive burden for users. Systems to actively accomplish this are in their infancy (e.g., Yu et al., 2013). This task involves cognitive decision making under constrained conditions and in psychology, three main modelling approaches have emerged (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011): logic, statistics or heuristics. Most recently, heuristics have grown in importance. Heuristics are “strategies that ignore information to make decisions faster, more frugally, and/or more accurately than more complex methods”. Most significantly, the “less-is-more-effect”
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has been discovered (Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier, 2011), representing the existence of an inverted U shape relation between the accuracy of heuristic decision making and the resources (e.g., amount of information, level of accuracy, time) on which the decision is dependent. A range of different heuristics have been presented, including One-Reason Decision Making (e.g., Fishburn, 1974), Trade-off heuristics (e.g., Dawes, 1979), Fluency heuristics (e.g., Schoolder and Hertwig, 2005) and Take the best heuristics (e.g., Martignon and Hoffrage, 2002). Arguably one of the most fundamental, and to which many others are related, is the Recognition heuristic (Goldstein and Gigerenzer, 2002) which states: "If one of two objects is recognised and the other is not, then infer that the recognised object has the higher value with respect to the criterion.". This is based on the assume that cues based on familiarity can drive human preference. As noted by Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2011), a sense of familiarity appears in human consciousness earlier than recollection (Ratcliff and McKoon, 1989).

We investigate to what extent recognition of cues dominate when readers are deciding which content to consume in Twitter. We have designed and built an open online experiment to observe human selection decisions. Participants are repeatedly shown metadata describing two pieces of content without revealing the content itself and are asked to choose which they would prefer to read. The content is taken from Twitter, and all participants are required to be Twitter users. One tweet is taken from the participants ‘timeline’, the stream of tweets they would usually see when browsing Twitter, so is a piece of content with which they have a relationship (typically they are already following the content author). The second piece of content is unknown to the participant, it is taken from a part of the Twitter network with which they have no relationship, so is a tweet they would not usually see or be exposed to. Without revealing the tweet content itself we control the information about both tweets on which the reader makes selection, we can ascertain the extent to which metadata cues, both quantitative and qualitative, have impact upon the decision making process.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of work related to the experiment, Section 3 presents the experimental design and discusses details of the experiment operation and analysis, Section 4 presents and analyses the results of the experiment, while Section 5 summarises the conclusions of the work.

2. Related work

The growth of micro-blogging services (Twitter in particular) in recent years has been of much ongoing interest (Zhao and Rosson, 2009).

One of the reasons for success is the opportunity to post and receive small message updates in real time so as to draw attention to events while they are occurring (Java et al., 2007). The diversity and volume of content has led to much research on recommendation issues, in terms of those to follow Hannon et al. (2010), personalisation (Abel et al., 2011) and collaborative filtering (Cataldi et al., 2010).

However, independent of a user’s following strategy, each user is faced with a real-time stream of content that has to be potentially consumed and which is difficult to do so in its entirety. Twitter updates in a user’s timeline are visible for only a limited time, so that users are encouraged to frequently check and read what has been posted. This has motivated diverse research to identify ways in which the most relevant content can be filtered or ranked by machine for easy human consumption (e.g., Kapanipathi et al., 2011; Duan et al., 2010), and led to ways in which interactions with Twitter content can inform other online activity such as web search and browsing (e.g., Phelan et al., 2009).

The nature of the Twitter timeline and the need for human extraction of content from a real time stream has led to research concerning supportive technologies. Primarily work in this area has addressed techniques to extract implicit knowledge from Tweets and the social network, from which models for prioritisation can be built. The authors of Das Sarma et al. (2010) focus on the problem of formulating granular ratings, such as star ratings, and compare a range of mechanisms for doing so. Directly ranking micro-blogs is addressed in Nagmoti et al. (2010), proposing a number of different metrics that can be used in training targeted web applications to display Twitter updates in the modalities that best suit each specific user. These ranking methodologies are, however, mainly based on author’s characteristics, such as their number of followers or updates posted.

The ranking technique in Weng et al. (2010) is different in applying a PageRank based model to follower/following relationships in Twitter. In Yamaguchi et al. (2010) it is pointed out that many approaches for ranking such as the PageRank algorithm are based on the numbers of relationships among users within the Twitter network while the importance of the content of the updates and differing strength of relationships are often ignored. Similar observations were also noted in Welch et al. (2011) and led to further variants of the PageRank algorithm. To counter this taking into account human activity and the social network, Webberley et al. (2011) focuses on the analysis of behavioural patterns of retweets by linking the user characteristics and physical properties of Twitter updates. Features such as the retweet chain length, time delay and retweet group size show how both tweet content and network structures are equally important to detect interest and define an implicit ranking of the most popular and frequently retweeted updates.

As a means to better provide content to individuals, broad behavioural characteristics of Twitter users have further been investigated in Quercia et al. (2011) through correlation between type of users and their personality, which governs their inherent disposition in many general situations. Users are profiled as belonging to three categories namely ‘listeners’ (following many users), ‘popular’ (followed by many others), and ‘highly read’ (listed in others reading lists). User personality is detected by crawling data from an existing Facebook application based on the OCEAN personality traits model (Goldberg, 1993) and the statistical correlations between the different traits and user types are then calculated. The work concludes by observing that user types are reflected in personality traits and this can be used to support recommendation systems. This work does not attempt to examine how or why users choose to consume content on Twitter as in this paper, but instead seeks to link their social behaviour in Twitter to their OCEAN personality.

A recent article (Morris et al., 2012) describes potential “credibility cues” such as author influence, topical expertise, history of on-topic tweeting and users’ reputation as factors in guiding priorities for reading content. However, this work is focused on whether a tweet is a ‘credible’ source of information, and does not examine the psychological processes that happen when a user is deciding which content to pay attention to in Twitter. The research also examines the effect of user name, user image and tweet content on whether a tweet is perceived to be credible, but again does not look at whether a participant would make a decision to read or consume content based on these information cues.

Beyond this work we conclude from the literature that human interaction with Twitter for content filtering has received little attention yet it remains a fundamental issue for the human consumption of social media. To address this we investigate the
influence of metadata cues and the role that they play as a filtering mechanism for establishing a priority of interest for individual users. This is useful for further understanding human behaviour in information systems but also provides a basis for system design, search and automated filtering.

3. Experimental design

Our experiment, informally titled “TweetCues” is designed to provide evidence on the cues used by humans when deciding a priority in tweets for consumption. Decision making for content consumption is a heavily constrained problem, and this frames the human approach to asserting preference. In such scenarios the human is commonly thought to apply some heuristic based on a subset of variables (Sherman and Corty, 1984), which may be scant and simplistic, such as being led by a familiarity issue or strength of a variable. Our experiments are designed to address the following questions:

Q1 In the absence of any further information, to what extent do participants prefer tweets that may be recognised as coming from their personal timeline?

Q2 Which quantitative metrics do participants use as cues to determine the quality of an unseen tweet?

Q3 Do the quantitative metrics or recognition of an existing relationship have the larger effect on the preferences of the participants?

Q1 specifically addresses whether the Recognition heuristic (Goldstein and Gigerenzer, 2002) applies to such decisions on content. In addition to assessing the applicability of this heuristic Q2 and Q3 aim to discover which Twitter metadata have the greatest effect upon a participant’s constrained decision making. The experiment allows us to discover the relative importance of friendship recognition as compared to quantitative measures that may be used to explicitly rank the importance of an unseen message.

The experiment has been implemented as a web application which requires participants to log in using their Twitter credentials (Fig. 1) after which they are asked a series of questions to assess their interpretation of cues when judging the value of unseen Twitter content. We pull content from outside an individual’s Twitter feed so that we can sample alternative content and hence make relative comparisons concerning familiarity.

To ensure genuine Twitter users with sufficient tweets in their timeline, subjects are only permitted to continue to the experiment if they have at least 10 followers and are following 10 others. The requirement is intended to ensure that participants have at least some level of engagement within the Twitter social network, and we therefore be familiar with terms such as ‘retweet’, ‘follower’ and so on. Once a participant has been accepted they are subsequently presented with a series of questions which display partial information (i.e., selected metadata) about a pair of tweets. In each pair, one of the tweets is chosen from the user’s timeline, while the other is chosen at random from a pool of tweets stored by the application, filtered to ensure the tweets have no direct connection to the user.

A subset of the associated metadata is displayed for each of the tweets, and they are asked the following question: ‘Given the following information, which of these tweets would you prefer to read?’. The participant then selects the tweet that they would like to read, it is displayed to them, and the process is repeated in succession with different combinations of metadata being exposed. Fig. 2 shows the user being shown some information and being asked to choose which tweet they would like to read (Fig. 2(a)), then being shown the tweet after they have made their selection (Fig. 2(b)).

The design of the experiment is intended to comply with the recognised standards for Internet based psychological experiments (Reips, 2002a,b). To reduce the effect of ‘automatic’ selection of answers (for example, automatically clicking on all of the left items or answering without paying attention to the questions) the order of the tweets displayed is chosen randomly for each question. This selection bias is also limited by the user being required to click a centrally displayed ‘continue’ button between each question, so resetting the cursor position on screen for each question.

3.1. QuestionTypes and InfoTypes

In order to separate the influence of different cues on the user, we define ‘QuestionTypes’ which represent selected metadata concerning a tweet.

The information components from which QuestionTypes are built are called ‘InfoTypes’ which fall into two categories of cues:

Friendship The first subgroup contains metadata related to the issue of “recognising the tweet’s author as a friend” either directly by providing the friendship status of the author, or indirectly by visualising their profile images or displaying their screen name for example. Metadata of this type includes: Screen name, Name, Avatar, and Friendship (if the authenticated user follows the author). Note that metadata about friendship is either directly or indirectly revealed. In addition we have a further entity defined by showing all the possible indirect metadata (i.e name, screen-name, and avatar image).

Quantitative The second subgroup contains metadata that indicates a quantitative measure of either some author characteristics within the Twitter network or about the tweet shown. These concern Follower count; Following count (giving the number of followers of the author or the number of others that he/she follows ); Tweets count (the number of updates posted by the author); and Number of Retweets (for the given update).

Defining QuestionTypes as a combination of InfoTypes allows us to control the particular combinations that are presented as metadata and interpreted as cues by a user.

We have selected a fixed number of possible combinations (twenty five from all possible InfoType combinations) so that each user will receive the same number of questions and each of the considered combinations is shown a set number of times within the same survey. These Questions can be either ‘single cue’ (to explore the impact of each individual InfoType, or ‘combined cue’ questions to investigate the impact of multiple and potentially contradictory cues. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the InfoType ‘Screen Name’ being shown to the user. This meta-data can be seen displayed in the two tables, in the centre of the page in Fig. 2(a), and below the displayed Tweet and ‘Next Question’ button in Fig. 2(b). In this example, the QuestionType is a single cue QuestionType, as only one piece of meta-data is shown to the user, so the QuestionType is ‘Single-Cue Screen Name’. Combined cue QuestionTypes use one (and one only) information entity from each of the ‘friendship’ and ‘quantitative’ categories.

In order to minimise the effect of drop-outs for each survey we display a permutation of the twenty five possible QuestionType combinations according to a uniform random distribution, i.e., the order in which the questions are presented is randomly chosen. In this way, we can still include participants who do not complete the full survey in our analysis, as their results do not skew our data.
towards one particular QuestionType. Each participant who completes the entire survey is shown three questions for each QuestionType, for a total of 75 questions per survey.

3.2. Crowd-sourced participation

A trial was carried out using a similar experimental setup and results reported in Chorley et al. (2012). This analysis raised further questions surrounding the effects of the placement of tweets and the consistency of users between multiple questions of the same type.

The initial trial study (Chorley et al., 2012) relied on volunteer participants gathered from the local community and through the spread of the experiment on Twitter using tweets from initial participants. In order to gather a larger sample of users for this analysis, participants were paid to participate in the experiment through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk² (AMT). Each participant was paid $0.50 for taking part through the AMT intermediary ‘CrowdFlower’³, with participants restricted to English speaking AMT users located in Europe, the United States or Australia. The survey was advertised on AMT through June and July 2012 during which time 239 surveys were started, and 227 surveys were completed.

Services such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk are now being used as a valid source of subjects for experimental and scientific research using this crowdsourcing paradigm, defined as a job outsourced to an anonymous crowd of online workers in the form of an open call (Hoßfeld et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011). Jobs can be organised and submitted to securely paid online workers through AMT in the form of small tasks.

Other works have examined the use of AMT in a research setting, finding that it enables high quality behavioural online experiments to be conducted and is a useful research tool (Mason and Suri, 2012), and that worker demographics are arguably closer to the population as a whole than traditional university subject pools (Paolacci et al., 2010). In addition, result quality and subjects behaviour are comparable to those of laboratory subjects (Paolacci et al., 2010).

Other experiments achieving similar conclusions are summarised in Mason and Suri (2012), which also discusses a number of techniques to increase accuracy such as the introduction of multiple responses (Snow et al., 2008) and the use of ‘reverse Turing test’ questions as well as using AMT workers themselves to validate the responses of others’ work. Of particular interest is the approach followed in Zhu and Carterette (2010) that suggests a correlation between low-quality responses and low entropy patterns of response, for example repeatedly choosing one option, or alternating between a small number of options in a regular pattern.

Finally, a number of works (Felstiner, 2011; Barchard and Williams, 2008) discuss the security and privacy aspects related to crowdsourcing as well as the novel legal grounds and ethical and issues related to this new paradigm. One of the main drawbacks of internet based experiments is a higher dropout rate than in normal lab experiments (Reips, 2002b). However, this obviously depends on experiment specific issues such as its duration and the cognitive effort required. The duration of our experiment is limited to a few minutes (we recorded an average completion time of around 11 min and 30 s), and in our experiment we observed a completion rate of 95% from 239 participants. The high completion rate is probably due to participants being paid to complete the survey and being required to complete the entire survey in order to receive payment. At the same time, because questions are displayed in random order the effect of dropouts has limited impact on the results.

As previously discussed, our experiment was limited to those Twitter users who are following at least 10 people and are followed...
by at least 10 other users in order to ensure familiarity with Twitter, its operation and related terms. Average followers, following and tweet counts for users completing the survey are given in Table 1. The participants were drawn from several countries. The largest number of users came from the USA (80.54%), followed by the UK (8.05%), India (3.36%), Spain (2.68%), and Australia (2.01%). Poland, Estonia, Turkey, France and New Zealand each provided 0.67% of participants.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twitter data</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Std. dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of followers</td>
<td>382.87</td>
<td>1585.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number following</td>
<td>412.98</td>
<td>1305.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tweets</td>
<td>3353.41</td>
<td>15795.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Example question and selection, TweetCues experiment website. (a) Example Question (before selection) and (b) Example Question (after selection).
4. Results

When discussing results, we make reference to several phrases for describing tweets. 'Timeline' and 'Non-timeline' are used to differentiate between a tweet that is taken from a participant’s timeline (i.e., the history of received tweets) and those selected from Twitter and published by users with whom they have no relationship. So, for example, if a user is presented with a Tweet written by a user they are following, this is a Tweet that they would normally see in their timeline when visiting the Twitter website, and so is termed a ‘Timeline’ Tweet. If the user is presented with a Tweet written by a user with whom they have no follower/following relationship, then this is a Tweet they would not normally see when visiting the Twitter website, and so is termed ‘Non-timeline’.

When comparing two tweets on the basis of a particular quantitative InfoType, ‘Greatest’ is used to identify the tweet with the largest value, and the other tweet is identified as ‘Smallest’. When considering the tweets selected by a user from the experiment, the proportion \( P_{1} \) refers to the proportion of tweets selected by the experiment subject that belong to her own timeline. \( P_{C} \) refers to the proportion of tweets selected by the experiment subject that are greatest with respect to a particular quantitative cue. In multiple cue questions, it is possible for a tweet to have metadata that provides both the 'Timeline' cue and the 'Greatest' cue. In these cases, the proportion of users selecting this Tweet is denoted as \( P_{1,c} \).

This section begins by discussing overall statistics in Section 4.1, before examining whether users are more influenced by timeline metadata or quantitative metadata, looking over all questions (Section 4.2), over single cue questions (Section 4.3), and combined cue questions (Section 4.4). Finally, the results from Single cue and Combined cue questions are compared to discover how each type of cue (Friendship or Quantitative) influences the other (Section 4.5).

4.1. Overall statistics

239 users started the survey, and 227 completed all 75 questions. In total 17,497 questions were answered, with 472 answers coming from users who did not complete the entire survey. The average completion time for those users who finished all 75 questions was approximately 11 min and 30 s. The majority of users completed the survey in between 250 and 1500 s, suggesting response times for each question of between 3.3 s and 20 s per question, which is viable for parsing simple questions. Analysis using a dataset in which users who did not complete the survey are removed revealed no significant differences in results to the analysis using a dataset where non-completing users are included. The fuller dataset is therefore used for the analysis presented in this paper.

Over all surveys, the tweet on the left was selected 8901 times in a total of 17,497 answered questions (51% of the time), while the tweet on the right was selected 8596 times (49.1%) of the time. This difference is sufficient to reject the null hypothesis that the tweet on the left was selected with equal probability to the tweet on the right, \( \chi^2 = 5.317, p < 0.021 \). It is not believed that this bias is caused by either the Timeline or Greatest tweet appearing on the left with any greater frequency than on the right. The Timeline tweet appears on the left in 50.024% of answered questions, while the Greatest value tweet appears on the left in 50.3% of answered questions. The slight left-hand bias may be introduced by users selecting the left tweet more often as most experiment participants were western and therefore read left to right. However, given the very small size of the bias and the random placement of tweets when displaying questions to participants we do not believe our results to be affected significantly.

4.2. Timeline vs. greatest tweet selection

Over all questions, the Timeline tweet was selected with greater frequency than the Non-timeline tweet, and the Greatest tweet was selected with greater frequency than the Smallest tweet. In both cases, Chi-square tests reject the null hypotheses that the timeline tweet was selected with equal frequency to the non-timeline tweet \( (\chi^2 = 3310.789, p < 0.0001) \) and that the greatest tweet was selected with equal frequency to the smallest tweet \( (\chi^2 = 525.654, p < 0.0001) \). The rejection of these hypotheses confirms that the metadata displayed is a factor that influences the decision to select one tweet over the other.

4.3. Selection of tweets based on single cues

Examining only those questions in which a single InfoType is displayed confirms similar results as those seen over all questions. For questions displaying only a Friendship InfoType, the Timeline tweet is selected in a statistically significantly higher proportion of questions than the Non-timeline tweet. For questions displaying only a quantitative InfoType, the Greatest tweet is selected in a statistically significantly higher proportion of questions than the Smallest tweet.

Table 2 reports the proportion of questions answered in which users selected the Timeline tweet (\( P_{1} \)) and the proportion selecting the Greatest value (\( P_{C} \)) for all the ‘single cue’ question types. All proportions are shown to be statistically significant (and so are highlighted in bold) under one sample \( \chi^2 \) tests with \( p < 0.001 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Type</th>
<th>InfoType</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
<th>( P_{1} )</th>
<th>( P_{C} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single cue</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.1. Number of retweets is the strongest quantitative cue, but friendship is stronger overall

It is worth noting that the proportion of questions in which the greatest tweet was selected is highest with the ‘number of Retweets’ InfoType, highlighting that this metadata has a larger effect on decision making than the other numerical types. This is in line with the earlier findings on another dataset (Chorley et al., 2012). However, while this earlier work found no significant effect from the other numerical metadata, the analysis presented here based on a comprehensive sample finds that the effect from these information types is statistically significant. Also of note is that the user is more likely to select the Tweet displaying the greatest quantitative value in all cases except for Retweets, indicating that Friendship is a stronger cue in general than the other Quantitative cues.

4.4. Selection of tweets based on combined cues

In general we cannot consider PT and PG to be independent in questions where both Friendship and Quantitative metadata are displayed concurrently. In some of our survey questions, one tweet may be represented by both the Timeline Friendship and a Greatest Quantitative metadata. In other survey questions one tweet may be represented by the Timeline Friendship metadata and the smallest Quantitative metadata, while the other tweet contains the opposite (the Non-timeline Friendship metadata and the Greatest Quantitative metadata). A relationship therefore exists between the Friendship and Quantitative InfoTypes in questions where both are presented at the same time. This is confirmed by performing cross tabulations with the χ² statistic to test the independence of the two variables Timeline and Greatest, which reveals that the majority of combinations (all those except the combinations involving the Following count) are statistically significant with p < 0.05, thus rejecting the null hypothesis that there is no relationship between the Timeline and Greatest variables when presented together.

4.4.1. Friendship cues are strongest when the timeline tweet and greatest tweet are not the same

Considering the two variables of Timeline and Greatest as dependent, our results show that in cases where the Timeline tweet is also the Greatest tweet (T = G), users choose this tweet with significantly higher probability than the Non-timeline & Smallest tweet. In cases where the Timeline tweet is not also the Greatest tweet (T ≠ G), users choose the Timeline tweet with significantly higher probability than the Greatest tweet. Table 3 shows PTG for the case where the Timeline tweet is also the Greatest, along with PT and PG for the case where the tweet displaying the timeline cue and the tweet displaying the quantitative cue are not combined. Statistically significant values (p < 0.001) are shown in bold.

The proportion of questions in which users select the Timeline and Greatest tweet in cases where these coincide (PTG) is above 77% for all combinations, indicating that the recognition of an existing relationship or the presence of a larger numerical cue (or the combination of both) is a significant driver in the selection of which tweet the user would prefer to read.

4.4.2. Number of retweets and follower count are the strongest quantitative cues

PTG is highest in the case where the explicit Friendship cue is shown along with the number of Retweets. This might be expected, as both cues when shown individually also resulted in the highest values of PT and PG respectively (Table 2). This is strong evidence that these two cues are the most significant when users are deciding which content to consume.

In fact, for each of the Friendship cues, PTG is highest when the cue is shown with the Number of Retweets, and in each case the Number of Followers produces the second highest proportion. This matches the results seen for the Single Cue questions, Retweets produced the highest value of PTG and the Number of Followers produced the second highest value. This demonstrates the strength of both of these quantitative cues in the decision making process.

4.4.3. Explicit friendship cue is weakest of all friendship cues in combined questions

In cases where T ≠ G (the Timeline tweet is not the tweet with the Greatest numerical value), the proportion of users then selecting the Timeline tweet (PT) is higher than the proportion selecting the Greatest tweet (PG) in all cases, except in the case where the explicit Friendship cue is displayed with the number of Retweets. In this case, it is the number of Retweets that is the strongest cue, and so PG is significantly higher than PT. This indicates that when presented alongside other information, an explicit Friendship cue may be weaker than other Qualitative cues. Further evidence for this is given by the question combining Friendship and Follower Count. In this case, although PT is larger than PG, the difference is not significant. One possible reason for Friendship being weaker in the combined cue questions may be that it is the only cue that a user is not explicitly shown alongside a tweet when browsing Twitter outside of the experiment, and is therefore not recognised. In combined cue questions users are being presented with two pieces of information about a tweet, one which they recognise as seeing often (the number of retweets, followers, following or tweets), and one which they rarely see (an explicit declaration of a relationship between themselves and a Twitter user). They may then be choosing based on this recognised piece of information, rather than the explicit Friendship cue.

Table 3 also shows evidence that in the case of combined questions, the Friendship cue revealing the Name, Screen Name and Avatar is the strongest Friendship cue, with higher values of PT presented than with the other Friendship cues, no matter which Quantitative cue is shown alongside. So, no matter whether it is shown with a ‘strong’ numerical cue such as the number of retweets, or a ‘weak’ numerical cue such as the number following, the combined friendship cue has a larger value of PT than any other friendship cue. This is in contrast to the Single cue questions, where the ‘Name, Screen Name and Avatar’ cue resulted in the second highest PT value, beaten by the explicit Friendship cue.

4.5. Single vs. combined cues

Given that we know the effect a cue has when viewed on its own (Section 4.3), we can consider the results from the combined cue questions as examining the additional effect on the decision-making process caused by adding a second cue to an existing single cue question. We can examine this effect by comparing the combined cue results presented in Section 4.4 to the single cue results presented in Section 4.3. Contingency tables with chi-square analysis confirm many of the results from the previous two sections, as described in the following Sections below.

4.5.1. Friendship cues are always stronger

Examining the selection of the Timeline tweet (i.e. PT, QuestionTypes 10–17 and 22–25 in Table 3), for all cases with the exceptions of the four in which the explicit Friendship cue is displayed, chi-square tests (p > 0.05) reveal that the addition of the quantitative cue does not alter subject decision making from the selection of the tweet belonging to their timeline. This means that when a user recognises a Tweet as coming from their timeline, the
addition of a numerical value that may or may not be larger in the opposing tweet is not a powerful enough cue to result in more users selecting the opposing tweet. In particular, the questions displaying Name, Screen Name, and Avatar (i.e. QuestionTypes 22–25 in Table 3) do not produce significant results at a lower precision level ($p > 0.1$), confirming that this combination of multiple friendship cues has the strongest influence on subjects for the selection of tweets inside their timeline. However, for questions combining the explicit Friendship cue with a quantitative value (i.e. QuestionTypes 18–21 in Table 3), the cross table analysis produces statistically significant results at a higher precision level ($p < 0.0001$). This shows that the addition of the quantitative cue is actually able to drive subjects against selection of their timeline tweets in a significant way.

### 4.5.2. Quantitative cues are always weakest

From the point of view of the selection of the tweet having the Greatest quantitative value (i.e. $P_G$ in Table 3) the differences in the selection are statistically significant in all but one case, meaning that adding a Friendship cue always drives the selection towards the Timeline tweet in a significant way. Furthermore this effect is more important when the Quantitative cue displayed is either the Following Count or the Tweet Count, which then both appear as having the weakest impact among the Quantitative cues considered. The only exception to this result is the question combining Friendship with the Follower Count (i.e. QuestionType 18 in Table 3), which does not produce a statistically significant result. This confirms the result observed in the previous subsection about this particular question and the effectiveness of Friendship as a cue in general. It also confirms the previous results describing Number of Retweets and Follower Count as the strongest of the quantitative cues, as each is affected less by the addition of a Friendship cue than the other two quantitative values.

### 5. Conclusions

The analysis of the experimental results presented in this paper reveals that metadata cues shown to users have a significant effect on the decision making process when those users are selecting which content to consume. These effects vary depending on the metadata presented, and the cues they represent may have a stronger or weaker effect dependent on whether they are presented individually or combined together. Overall, the results indicate that it is the relationship of the user to the content author that has the strongest effect on the decision making process, with metrics describing the quality of the content itself (the number of retweets in this case) also being important.

Considering the first of the original questions posed in Section 3 (Q1), it is clear that in the absence of any further information, participants prefer tweets that may be recognised as coming from their personal timeline. This illustrates that the Recognition Heuristic is a definite part of decision making within the content selection scenario, users are choosing the content from an author that they recognise as a signal of familiarity and reassurance. When single cues are provided, users prefer to read the tweet written by a user with whom they already have a relationship in at least 74% of all questions (see Table 2). This proportion is highest for the questions in which the existence of a ‘Friendship’ relationship is explicitly stated, by telling the user “You follow this author”. When friendship cues are combined with numerical values these proportions are reduced, but are still statistically significant, although the explicit ‘Friendship’ cue becomes weaker than the other implicit friendship cues. Thus telling the user “You follow this author” becomes less important when additional information is also shown.

Where quantitative values are displayed (Q2), users select the greatest value in over 61% of questions answered for each cue type, with the ‘Number of Retweets’ providing the strongest cue (see Table 2).

This is the only quantitative cue displayed relating to the content itself rather than the author of the content. The second most important cue is the Follower Count, often seen as a quality indicator within the Twitter social network (the authors producing/sharing the best content will have more followers). The other quantitative cues still produce significant effects and should not be discounted. When quantitative cues are combined with friendship information, the proportion of users selecting the Greatest value are reduced, but remain significant except in the cases where the weaker quantitative cues (Tweet Count, Follower Count and Following Count) are combined with a strong friendship cue (Screen Name, Name and Avatar).

Considering the selection of Timeline or Greatest Tweet as dependent variables (Q3) shows that when the Timeline tweet also has the Greatest value it is selected in over 77% of cases (see Table 3). When Timeline and Greatest are in opposition (so the tweet displaying the timeline cue is not the same as the tweet

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QuestionType</th>
<th>InfoType</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$T=G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$P_G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined cue</td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.831$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.777$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.820$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.868$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.802$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.797$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.843$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.811$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.779$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.804$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.901$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 X X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.829$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 X X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.804$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.782$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>$0.883$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
displaying the largest quantitative cue), it is the Timeline cue that drives selection of the tweet, with the Timeline tweet selected in a higher proportion of answers than the Greatest tweet in all but one case. Again, this strengthens the argument that recognition of an existing relationship with a content author is driving the selection of content. Considering the cases where two cues are presented in opposition, the ‘Number of Retweets’ cue is shown to be the strongest of the quantitative cues, as the proportion of users selecting against the quantitative cue is reduced in all cases where it is displayed. The cue combining Screen Name, Name and Avatar is shown to be the strongest Friendship cue in such cases, driving selection of the Timeline tweet in higher proportions than any other Friendship cue.

In general it is found that the addition of a quantitative cue to a friendship cue is does not deviate subjects from selecting the Timeline tweet. Additionally, the combination of friendship cues (Screen Name, Name and Avatar) has the strongest influence for the selection of Timeline Tweets. When combined with quantitative cues, the explicit ‘Friendship’ cue is shown to have the weakest influence. Similarly, when adding friendship cues to quantitative cues, the friendship cue drives selection towards the Timeline tweet and away from the Greatest tweet significantly, providing evidence that user recognition of existing relationships with content authors is a significant driver towards content selection.

These findings have a significant implication for future content recommendation and filtering systems. When presenting content to users within such systems, it may be necessary to present additional information or metadata describing the content alongside the content itself in order to attract the user to consume the content, or to convince the user that the presented content has some utility or relevance to them. In particular, content can potentially be presented to users based on prioritisation from metadata or through using selected metadata itself as a basis for cognitively efficient human decision making. This is an important contribution given the high volume of data that humans must navigate concerning social media. Alerting users to the high value of content based on information such as the number of retweets, or the social network graph linking the user to the content author could have a significant effect on the consumption of the content. Similarly, removing such cues from other content could reduce its importance within the content stream.
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